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DISK COATING SYSTEM

enhanced CVD. This is described for example in US. Pat.

Nos. 6,101,972, 6,203,862 and 6,368,678 B1.
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

[0001]

This invention is a continuation in part of a pending

application ?led May 1, 2000, Ser. No. 09/562,039 entitled

Substrate Processing System.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In radial systems there is a limit as to hoW many
processing stations can function as part of the unit. Typi
cally, existing systems are limited to about 12 stations.

Adding additional stations requires considerable redesign of
the equipment and the factory facilities With the expectation
that a system With more stations Would increase its footprint
considerably. In these systems the same substrate holder is

generally used to carry the substrate to and through the
[0002] This invention relates to a system and processes for
handling and processing thin substrates such as substrates

various stations of the unit. If it becomes necessary or

used in making magnetic disks. More particularly, the inven
tion relates to an improved system for processing substrates,
including simultaneously on both sides, in several process

stopping operation of the system and its production of

ing stations and using various coating techniques.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003]

As Was described by a disk manufacturer in the

NY. Times, Jul. 1, 2002, “The plastic tray they sell you to
carry your drive home is a higher gross margin product ”
than the modern computer hard disk. Yet We demand that the
disk include as much technology in today’s World as a

desirable to change the substrate holder this Would require
output. Also it has not been possible to do processing in
these systems While the substrate is moving and this pre
vents the deposition of very thin layers Which can be
deposited When deposition is carried out in a pass by mode.

[0008] A linear machine has the same type of problems
experienced With a radial system. It has a large footprint and
to change the substrate holder, requires that the system and

production be stopped. Any add-on, if possible, extends the
footprint and eventually the number of stations Would be
controlled by space constraints of the facility.

complex computer chip. This invention is directed to
improving manufacture of such disks to permit the creation
of higher technology on the disks and to help bring cost
doWn.

[0009] The preferred embodiment of the present invention

[0004] US. Pat. Nos. 5,215,420 and 5,425,611 describe
equipment that is primarily used to manufacture disks today.
This equipment is available from Intevac, Inc. of Santa

both sides simultaneously With high throughput in a struc
ture With a comparatively small footprint. The system has
?exibility and permits the addition of process stations. The

Clara, Calif. and is marketed as the MPD 250. The equip
ment includes a main chamber, entrance and output load

system can be segmented so that substrate carriers can be
limited to certain process stations and then changed so that
clean carriers are used in other stations. This has not been a

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
is a system that processes substrates in a vertical position on

locks, substrate load and unload stages and a plurality of
processing stations. Disks are fed into the system trans
ported and treated in processing stations and then are fed
from the system as disks ready for use as hard disks in

capability of prior art units and this characteristic alloWs

coating substrates using processes Which Would normally
deposit onto the carrier and then contaminate subsequent

computer applications. Prior to the development of the MPD
250, there existed equipment in this ?eld as described in

processing stations. The system can be a stand alone type
system or may be connected to another system to extend the

US. Pat. No. 4,981,408 Which equipment Was at one time

capabilities of the other system. The system architecture
enable both static processing in Which the substrate is

available from Varian Associates of Palo Alto, Calif.
Another manufacturer in this ?eld is Anelva Corporation of
Fuchu, Japan. Anelva manufactures a unit designated the
C-3040. One of its objectives is to deposit ?lms of greater
thickness on the substrate. Patents describing this system are

US. Pat. Nos. 6,027,618, 6,228,439 B1 and 6,251,232 B1.
These background patents are all incorporated into this

stationary during processing and pass by processing in
Which the substrate moves during processing. The architec
ture of this invention also permits adding additional stations
Without substantially changing the footprint as to enable
additional processes to be performed on a substrate as

disclosure by reference.

technology requirements change to enable increasing the
throughput of the unit. Another modi?cation permits replac

[0005] One fault With these prior art systems is that they
occupy a rather large footprint. Some are excessively long.

ing the substrate holder With one that holds more than one
substrate in each of the process stations as to double or

Others cover a generally rectangular area and this generally
is an entire room. Since these units for the manufacture of

disks are typically operated in clean rooms oversiZed units

increase even more the output, again Without impacting the

footprint of the unit. These and other bene?ts and improve
ments Will be discussed in the descriptions that folloW.

compel excessively siZed and extremely expensive clean
rooms.

[0006] Recently it has also become recogniZed that as the
art has progressed it has become necessary to supplement
the original systems With add-ons. For example, one such
add-on is a lube station to lubricate disks before they are
removed from the tool. This is described in US. Pat. No.

6,183,831 B1 and in the parent application Ser. No. 09/562,
039, ?led May 1, 2000. Another has to do With the deposi
tion of carbon to create diamond like coatings using plasma

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

For a better understanding of the present invention,

reference is made to the accompanying draWings, Which are

incorporated herein by reference and in Which:
[0011]

FIG. 1 is a top vieW of a prior art substrate

processing system;
[0012]

FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW of an illustrative 23

station system in accordance With this invention;
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[0013] FIG. 3 is a schematic vieW of a single process
module for use in this invention;

processed by the process stations, one after another and for

[0014] FIG. 4A is a schematic vieW of a disk carrier that
may be used to transfer disks along the different process
modules of this invention; FIG. 4B shoWs a front vieW of the
disk transfer mechanism; and FIG. 4C is a side vieW of the

ber during processing operations as to avoid contamination

disk transfer mechanism;
[0015] FIG. 5A is a schematic of the support structure of
a process station and FIG. 5B is a horiZontal section through
the process station and FIG. 5C is a vertical section of a

process station;
[0016]

FIG. 6A is a schematic vieW of a system in Which

the novel multi-station small footprint system of this inven
tion is combined With a circular system and FIG. 6B is a side
vieW schematic of this same unit;

[0017] FIGS. 7A, B, C, D and E are illustrative transport
diagrams shoWing a programmed path that substrates and
associated disk carriers travel;
[0018]

FIGS. 8A, B, C, D and E are illustrative disk

transfer diagrams shoWing another programmed path that
substrates and associated disk carriers travel in making

magnetic coated substrates;
[0019]

FIG. 9 is a schematic shoWing of a carrier

eXchange module;
[0020]

FIGS.

10A-D Illustrate

a

carrier

eXchange

sequence;

[0021]

the same amount of time at each station. The substrate holder
also seals the process station from the main vacuum cham

Within the process stations and the central chamber.

[0025] Within main vacuum chamber 40 there are posi
tioned a plurality of substrate grippers, or disk grippers,
positioned in respect to each process station such that they
may be raised into the respective process stations. The
substrate handling system 20 includes a buffer vacuum
chamber 90, a load lock 92, an entrance conveyor 94, an
unload lock 96 and an eXit conveyor 98. Cassettes 100a,

100b, 100c and 100d carrying substrates for processing enter
buffer vacuum chamber 90 through load lock 92 and eXit
from buffer vacuum chamber 90 through unload lock 96. A
load arm 102, in this con?guration, transfers substrates from
cassette 100b to disk gripper or lifter 70 in loading station
42. An unload arm 104 transfers substrates from disk gripper
or disk lifter 70 in unloading station 44 to cassette 100c.

Substrate handling system 20 is described in detail in the
aforementioned US. Pat. No. 5,215,420, Which is hereby

incorporated by reference.
[0026]

In FIG. 2, there is shoWn a preferred embodiment

of a system in accordance With this invention. This com
prises a number of process stations in a stacked relationship,

With a second layer of process stations positioned on top of
a base layer of process stations. It is a system Without the
large central vacuum main chamber that is found in the prior

art system illustrated in FIG. 1. It permits controlled cycling

FIG. 11 is a schematic of a process station With a

holder for tWo disks; and,
[0022] FIG. 12 is a chart shoWing a cycle of operation of
the system.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] Aprior art substrate processing system is shoWn in

for substrates being processed travelling through the system.
It considerably reduces the footprint occupied by systems in
the prior art and enables more process stations. It therefore
permits a greater number of process operations on substrates
passing through the system or in a much smaller footprint
the same number of operations as may have been performed
in a prior art unit With a signi?cantly larger footprint.

Further, each process station is separately pumped by an

FIG. 1 Where like elements have the same reference numer

attached vacuum pump such as a turbo-molecular or cryo

als. As shoWn in FIG. 1, the system includes a processing
unit 10 and a substrate handling system 20. The processing
unit 10 includes a plurality of process stations 30, 32, 34, etc.

pump as to create an independent atmosphere for processes
performed at each station as Will be illustrated and discussed

mounted on a main vacuum chamber 40. Process stations 30,

32, 34, etc. are mounted in a circular arrangement With
respect to a circular central main vacuum chamber 40.

Processing unit 10 further includes a loading station 42 for
loading substrates into the system for processing and an
unloading station 44 for unloading substrates from the

system folloWing processing. The substrates are typically
substrates for making magnetic hard disks or for making
magnetic optical disks. The substrates and ultimate disks
include a central opening. The substrate processing system
may further include vacuum pumps, poWer supplies and a

controller (not shoWn).
[0024] Processing is carried out in the different process
stations 30, 32, 34, etc., Which may be the same or different,
depending on the requirements of the system. In the eXample

in connection With subsequent ?gures.
[0027] Referring noW to FIG. 2, a 23 station processing
system is illustrated. In fact the number of stations could be
more or less than this number. The stations are identi?ed as

101-123. To load the system identi?ed as 125, a cassette of

substrates is fed into the load/unload aperture 126. The
cassette travels along a path into position at load/unload
station 129. A disk carrier (see FIG. 4A) moves into the
load/unload chamber 129 Where a transfer mechanism, on

the unload side, grips a disk in the disk carrier that had been

through the processing cycle, by its inner hole. The jaWs of
the disk carrier are then opened and the processed substrate
is removed from the disk carrier and transferred to a lift
blade similar to the one described as prior art in connection
With FIG. 1. The lift blade then places the substrate or disk
into a cassette. In this same load/unload station 129 but from

of FIG. 1, the system has tWelve process stations, loading
station 42 and unloading station 44, Which are equiangularly

the load side, a lift blade, again like the one used in the prior

spaced. The process stations may comprise a one or more

the load chamber. A transfer mechanism transfers the disk
from the lift blade and transfers it to the disk carrier Where
jaWs 134 and 139 close to grip the disk in the disk carrier
(see FIG. 4A). The disk carrier then moves to an elevator
128 and is lifted (as illustrated) to a level adjacent to the

heating stations, sputter stations, cooling stations, chemical
vapor deposition stations and the like, as are employed in the
art in manufacturing magnetic disks. The substrates are
moved through the system as to serially transfer to and be

art, lifts a substrate or disk from the cassette and raises it into
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upper set of process stations and directly adjacent to station

in a limited additional area or footprint. This Will be further

101. The substrate and carrier then move as a unit and

discussed in connection With FIG. 6 beloW.

transfer into station 101 Where processing of the disk is
started. Thereafter, the combined unit of a substrate 130 and
a disk carrier, move into the adjacent processing station 102.
After processing at station 102, the substrate and disk carrier
move on to the adjacent station 103 Where the disk is carried

through additional processing operations. The substrate on
the disk carrier travel from one processing chamber to the
next along the upper level in series from 101 to 112 Where
the combined unit enters elevator 131. The combined unit is
then loWered to the loWer lever along Which it travels from
station 123 back to station 113. Along the Way the disk is

processed in accordance With the needs and desires of the

manufacturing facility. For example, since substrates enter
ing the system are in a sense Water logged When considering
the process to Which the disk Will be exposed, the elevator
chamber may include a cold trap, such as a Water pump or

a Meisner trap to remove moisture from the disk and the

vacuum system. At the ?rst station 101, the disk may be

heated to continue its preconditioning prior to being carried

through coating processing.
[0028]

PoWer controls 132 are positioned as shoWn above

and beloW the processing stations. They may hoWever, be
located at the ends of the system. In the instance Where the
system requires a large number of controls for poWer inten
sive processes, the controls may be positioned in separate
cabinets. The system is programmed and driven by entries at
an operator station 133 at the left side of system 125 as

shown in FIG. 2 but shown more clearly in FIG. 6A.
Although station 127 is described as a load/unload station,
it may in fact act only to load substrates into the system With
the unload operation performed at the other end, for
example, adjacent to station 123. An unload station Would be

[0030]

In FIG. 3 is shoWn a single process module 135

and in FIG. 4A, a disk carrier 136 is illustrated With a

substrate 130 in place. In FIG. 4B there is shoWn the
mechanism to transfer disks into the carrier at the load
station and to transfer disks out of the disk carrier at the
unload station. In FIG. 4C there is shoWn another vieW of
the mechanism in FIG. 4B With more detail in connection
With the disk carrier and the arrangement of the disk on the
carrier.

[0031]

Disk carrier 136, is shoWn in position in FIG. 3 in

process module 135. Isolation valve 144 and isolation valve
driver 145 operate to close and open opening 129 of the
chamber 135. The substrate 130 is positioned into the disk

carrier and held in place in the disk carrier throughout its
travels. It is released folloWing processing in the various
processing chambers by a transfer mechanism that grips the
disk by its inner hole and a gripper actuator and a gripper
actuator mechanism that opens the carrier jaWs after the disk
is gripped for unloading or before the disk is ungripped for
loading. These manipulations are illustrated in FIGS. 4B
and 4C.
[0032] In FIG. 4B a cassette 202 of substrates has been
fed into transfer section 201 through the load door 204. At
this point the substrates are in the vacuum environment. The
substrates Will remain in a vacuum environment for all

manipulations from this point on until the processed sub
strates leave the transfer station 201 by being unloaded at the
unload Zone 207 back into a cassette and removed from the

transfer station and the equipment in a cassette holder
through the unload door 208. A cassette of disks 202 is

shoWn in position at the load section of this subsystem. The

found on the backside of the unit shoWn in FIG. 2 in a

cassette holder rides on Wheels 206 that transport the cas

position opposite the load station on the facing side. This
Will be shoWn more clearly in a subsequent ?gure. In

sette holder into position to place substrates into position to
be lifted out of cassette holder 202, upWardly through

essence it looks like the load station but functions to unload
the system. A disk carrier With a disk or substrate in place
moves into the unload chamber. Atransfer mechanism takes

transfer Zone 203 and to disk loading Zone 205 Where the
substrates are loaded into the disk carrier. As has been
described the disk is lifted out of the cassette by a disk lifter

the disk fromjaWs 134 and 139 (see FIG. 4) Which open and

similar to the lifter used in the prior art system illustrated in
FIG. 1. In this case the lifter travels up through opening 222
and then through the cassette Where it engages a substrate
and then lifts the substrate through transfer Zone 203 and
into disk loading Zone 205. A similar lifter is employed to
transfer coated substrates back to the cassette 224 receiving
substrate Which When fully loaded exits transfer station 201.

release the disk to the transfer mechanism. The transfer
mechanism may be a system as is used on the structure of
FIG. 1 or as subsequently discussed. This mechanism

transfers the disk to the unload blade (Which may conform
to the load blade as used at the load station and also to the

load blade used in connection With FIG. 1), Where the disk
is loWered into the load side of a cassette.

[0029] FIG. 2 illustrates a system 125 With 23 stations.
HoWever, if the manufacturer of a particular magnetic disk

requires less processes be performed during the production
of the ?nished disk, a full system of 23 or more stations may
not be required or the substrates, in such a case, can be
directed and controlled to move only through a limited
group of active process stations or less than all the process

stations can be operational. Alternatively, a smaller system
can be used. Such a system could for example include less
process stations. It is also possible to marry a stacked system
With systems that rely on a central vacuum chamber and
have a circular con?guration. Abene?t to such a structure is

that it enables the existing manufacturers to tie their existing
units to the system of this invention as to enable additional

or neW processes to be performed in making magnetic disks

The lifter takes a substrate from the unload Zone and moves

doWn through the path on the unload side and then through
the cassette Where the substrate remains as the lifter arm

moves on through opening 223.

[0033]

A substrate that arrives in the load Zone in initially

in a position above the transfer Zone 203. At that point a
pick-up arm 210 moves outWardly and into the hole in the
middle of the substrate. This arm 210 connects to the

substrate by clips that are inserted into the center section of
the substrate and there grasp the inner edges of the substrate
center hole or opening. The arm 210 then moves back to the

position shoWn in this Figure Where it actuates a mechanism
211 Which in turn opens the jaWs of a disk carrier. The disk
carrier jaWs are then positioned around the disk or substrate,
remove the disk from the pick-up arm, and grasp the disk to
carry it through the various processes of the equipment.
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[0034] FIG. 4C is a side vieW of this disk load/unload
section shown in FIG. 4B. In this Figure a disk carrier 136
is shoWn in side vieW. In this vieW Wheels 137 located in the

chambers or to an elevator. An adjacent chamber Would
normally have an isolation valve on the side ?tted to this
chamber so that the chambers are isolated from each other.

transport drive section 212 are in vieW. The Wheels are used

[0039] Referring noW to FIG. 6A there is illustrated a
stacked system 146 connected to a circular system 147. This

to transport the disk carrier throughout the system. Disk
carriers may be moved from process chamber to process

combined unit may comprise a complete processing system

chamber by a magnetic drive system 212 in part, located at

or may illustrate the addition of more process capabilities to

the base of each chamber and in part, as a mating structure
located on the base of each disk carrier 216. Each disk

eXisting circular units by providing stacked process stations

carrier and each chamber have independent transport ele
ments for operation With the magnetic drive system 212. The
Wheels for this system are driven by an ordinary motor
utiliZing a rotary vacuum feed through but they may be
replaced by a linear motor. The disk carriers are moved by
Way of a soft magnetic material, such as 400 series stainless
steel mounted in the carrier base 216. Illustrated in the loWer
section of FIG. 4C is the side vieW of the cassette 202 in the
loWer chamber.

[0035] Also shoWn are the magnet actuating systems 211
that are energiZed to open the disk carrier 136 as to permit
the insertion of a substrate 130 or to release a processed
substrate in the unload Zone 207. Four such magnets are
shoWn. HoWever feWer or more may be used to accomplish

the purpose of opening and closing the jaWs of the substrate

feeding to or from systems like those presently in use
commercially in the art and illustrated in FIG. 1. In this unit,

the circular portion 147, With process stations 151, is sup

ported by rails 144, processes substrates sequentially by
moving the substrates from chamber 151 to a neXt chamber.
The ?rst section of this unit 146 illustrates process stations
in a line. These can be identi?ed by the vacuum pumps 149

attached at the upper portion of the process chambers.
Although three upper processing chambers are illustrated, it
should be understood that a system may comprise more or

less of such stations depending on the needs and/or the
desires of the user. Also although not seen in FIG. 6A, this
section 146 may include a loWer layer of process stations
beneath those appearing connected to vacuum pumps 149.
This is shoWn in FIG. 6B. A vacuum pump exists for each
process chamber. Similar vacuum pumps eXtend beloW the

holder.

process chambers for process chambers at the loWer portion
of the stack at 146. Again this is seen in FIG. 6B. A screen

[0036] Around the substrate is a halo structure 213. This
structure is attached to the disk carrier 136 and permits the

148 and keyboard 150 comprise operator station 133 to
control operation of the equipment. The circular con?gura

processing of substrates of different diameters. For eXample

tion 147 includes single processing chambers With vacuum
pumps attached. If the stacked front end section 146 is
attached to a system like that shoWn in FIG. 1, the substrate
in the disk carrier of section 146 Will transfer disks into the
substrate handling system of FIG. 1 or to disk gripper 70 at
loading station 42 to thereafter be fed into and through the

the halo structure can be Widened or narroWed or even

removed from the disk carrier as to permit the positioning of

varying siZed substrates in the holder for processing. The
disk or substrate in position in the disk carrier is held at its
edges by the halo structure 213 or if none is in use then by
the disk carrier 136 itself.

[0037]

FIG. 5A shoWs the structure of a typical process

chamber 135 in Which processing operations are performed
in system 125. The disk holder positions disks in the upper
opening. The sides 140 When fully assembled include iso
lation seals to isolate the chamber from adjacent chambers
and the rest of the system. A cold trap, vacuum pump or

instrumentation may be placed at the top opening 142. The
primary vacuum pump for a chamber is positioned adjacent
to the chamber on the isolation valve body (shoWn in FIG.

5B) and pumping is through opening 140. In the preferred
embodiment each chamber has its oWn cryo, turbo or other
suitable pump to maintain uniform and controlled vacuum

environments in each of the chambers. The front opening as
Well as the back opening are used for eXample in connection
With a chamber doing sputter deposition, to position sources
With targets on each side of the substrate being coated or

processed. Other processing devices may also be positioned
at these openings as to become chamber Walls enclosing the
processing chamber. At the openings at the base there are

positioned the Wheels and loWer section of the disk carrier,
a seal to close off openings and drive motors 163 for the

transport.
[0038] FIG. 5B illustrates a processing station shoWing
elements in place. At the top is shoWn the turbo pump 149

system.
[0040] FIGS. 7A-E, is a set of diagrams illustrating hoW
disks may be moved through the stacked system illustrated
for eXample in FIG. 2. FIG. 7 comprises ?ve different
diagrams. Illustrated is hoW the arrangement of disks as they
enter a process chamber and then hoW the disks are trans

ferred betWeen stations. The disks are numbered 1-5, and
18-25 for purposes of folloWing movement from place to

place in the diagrams. Thus in FIG. 7A, disk 1 is in position
in the loWer or entry section of elevator 128 and disk 2 is at

the entry station. Substrates 3, 4 and 5 are aWaiting entry into
the equipment and Would normally be positioned in a
cassette aWaiting transfer into the disk carrier. In FIG. 7B
the elevator moves disk 1 to the top level into a position to

enter into the processing chambers for processing and disk
18 eXits and is separated from its disk carrier as is described
in connection With FIGS. 4A-C. It is then loaded into an
unload cassette. Disk 2 in this Figure is being loaded into a

disk carrier in the load station again in accordance With the
discussion in connection With FIGS. 4A-C. In FIG. 7C disk
1 is moved in a disk carrier into a ?rst process station While
disk 2 mounted into a disk carrier moves into the elevator

and 18, a completed coated substrate. is moved out of the

system. Disk 3 is positioned for entry into the system and
disk 19 is being readied to eXit and is being separated from
its disk carrier. The other disks shoWn in FIG. 7C are shoWn

moved through the system. Thus at the top layer of process

With 2 sputtering sources 143 mounted on the chamber
frame 135. Also seen in this ?gure is isolation valve 144
Which seals this chamber on its right side. On the left side

ing stations, disks 25, 24 and 23 each move one station to the

an opening 129 is shoWn to ?t this chamber against other

1 moves into a processing station. The disk at the ?nal

right (compared to positions occupied in FIG. 7B) and disk
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position of the top layer at the right moves downwardly so
that disk 22 now occupies the last position on the right of the
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tion includes stations strategically positioned to permit the
carrier to be changed to a fresh and clean carrier before

lower layer while the other disks on the lower layer move

further processing of the substrate takes place. FIG. 9

one station each to the left. In FIG. 7D a new disk 4 is

illustrates such an exchange module and FIGS. 10A-D

getting ready to enter the system while disk 20 is about to

illustrates a carrier exchange sequence. To start with a clean

exit the system. Again the top layer of disks have all moved
one station to the right and the end disk, disk 23 (FIG. 7C)

carrier 155 is loaded into the exchange module 156. The
clean carrier may be loaded into this module by hand or
alternatively by automatically feeding new carriers as pro

moves down to the station below (FIG. 7D). In FIG. 7E disk
5 is shown entering the system, disk 4 mounted in a disk
carrier is on the elevator and ready to move up to the entry
station now occupied by disk 3. The disks move over and

down following the route illustrated in the previous ?gures
and disk 20 moves out of the system. At this point in the

cycle for this structure and program, all the original disks 3,
4 and 5 that were awaiting entry into the system in FIG. 7A
have entered and 3 new substrates 6, 7, and 8 are shown

awaiting entry. Also at this point, disks 18, 19 and 20 have
been completed and have been removed from the system.

grammed into the system to occur after a set number of uses
of a carrier in process stations or a set number of exposures

of carriers to particular process steps and/or depositions. A
clean carrier in the carrier exchange module is ?rst precon
ditioned so that impurities have been removed before they
have had a deleterious effect on subsequent operations and
on the coated substrate itself. The carrier exchange module
may be placed at the end of the in-line structure, at either end
or at both ends or in an equivalent position. For example it
could be beyond the elevators as illustrated in FIG. 8A

The system includes an elevator on both the left and right
sides. On the left side the elevator moves disks to the top

where the stations are identi?ed as 156 and 159. A like

level of chambers for processing and on the right side the
elevator lowers the disks for processing in the lower level
and the disks return to the entry point along the lower
process levels and then exit the system.
[0041] Referring now to FIGS. SA-E, the equipment is

shown in FIGS. SA-E, This structure permits the changing

shown in two parts with a swing arm to move substrates

from one part to the other. Again the substrates have been

numbered to simplify following their paths and travel. In
FIG. 8A substrates 6, 7 and 8 are in position waiting to enter
the system. Substrates 10 and 11 have been processed and
have been moved out of the equipment. Substrate 12 joins
the completed substrates in FIG. 8B and substrate 25 is
moved by swing arm 153 from a group of stacked processing
stations at the left to another at the right. In FIG. 8E
substrates 6, 7 and 8 are in the system and are being

processed while 12 and 13 have exited the system and joined
the completed disks where they would be repositioned into

station can also be placed at the point of the swing arm
of disk carriers as the disk is moved from a ?rst section to
a second section of the process chambers so that when the
disk enters the second section it can enter with a pre-cleaned

disk carrier to effectively insulate the disk from the pro
cesses in the ?rst section of the unit. Also when positioned
as illustrated in FIG. 8A, a disk carrier may be transferred

out of service by entering the module for cleaning following
the transfer of a disk from the disk carrier. In FIG. 9 there
is illustrated a vacuum pump 149 and an isolation valve 144.

These enable the carrier exchange module 156 to connect
directly into the system without causing corruption. Such a
structure can be positioned as shown in FIG. 8A at 156 or

159 or may also be positioned to replace disk carriers at the
point of the swing arm or at any other point where contami
nation will follow if the carrier is not changed. The system

shown in FIG. 6A, if connecting to existing equipment,

the cassette holder. Also disks have moved from station to
station as shown in FIGS. SA-E.

requires a hand off of the disk apart from the disk carrier
when the disk moves from the in line equipment 146 where

[0042]

it travels in a disk carrier to the circular version 147 where
the disk may be lifted from the disk carrier or from a cassette

In FIG. 9 there is shown a carrier exchange module

156. Carriers present during processing of substrates at
various process stations become coated with materials being
deposited at the process stations. For example, in a typical
manufacturing process, to create magnetic hard disks, a
substrate of aluminum may be initially coated using sput

tering techniques with a chromium layer followed by the
deposition of a cobalt alloy followed thereafter by the
deposition of other layers as determined by the user in
accordance with its process of manufacture, frequently pro
prietary, to manufacture magnetic disks. A ?nal area of
deposition may be based on creating a diamond like coating

using, for example, a plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition to deposit carbon, as for example is disclosed and
discussed in US. Pat. No. 6,368,678 B1. Thus in a system
in which chromium, cobalt and carbon are all deposited on
the same substrate, there results a build-up of unwanted
materials on the carrier if the same carrier is used in each of
the processes. This in itself might not be a problem. How
ever, a problem is created if the deposited materials on the
carrier ?ake off during a subsequent process step so that the
new deposition onto the partially coated substrate is dis
rupted or poisoned as to make the end product not depend

able and/or not consistent with other produced output. To
prevent this problem from arising, the system of this inven

into which the disk is placed on entry into the circular
portion 147 of the system. When the disk is positioned on a
lifter it is then handed over to a carrier as used in the prior
art, in the nature of a pedestal, that moves with the disk
through the system until transferred back to a lifter to take
the disk back to a cassette or to hand the disk over to a disk

carrier for further processing in the in line part of the system
146. Thus a station 156 such as is shown in FIG. 9 can be

provided at this point to separate the disk from the carrier as
the disk completes its travels through section 146 and enters

147. Similarly, when the disk completes its travels through
section 147 and is to reenter section 146, the disk can be
reinstalled into a clean disk carrier at a station like that in
FIG. 9.

[0043] In FIG. 10 a carrier exchange module is shown in
a position beyond elevator 128. The system in FIG. 10 is
programmed to skip load a carrier when the new carrier is
ready. The new carrier 155 is used to replace the skip loaded
carrier 157. This is illustrated by the empty carrier 157 in the
initial chamber. The empty carrier follows a normal

sequence of travelling upward in elevator 128. This is shown
in FIG. 10B. In 10C there is illustrated the exchange of
carriers. The clean carrier 155 replaces the carrier being

